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Forty-four electron trinuclear ttiungtrlo-platiuum clusters adopt a variety of 
geometrical conformations, unlike their forty-two electron homologues. Extended 
Htickel calculations are reported which throw light on electronic reasons for these 
different geometrical preferences, with particular emphasis on their bridging ligaud 
dependence. It is shown that these geometrical preferences can be understood in 
terms of the frontier orbitals of mono-nuclear platiuum fragments of the cluster. 

IutroducGon 

Transition metal complexes from Groups 6 to 9 obey the eighteen-electron rule 
closely, and the clusters of these elements obey the electron counting rules of the 
Polyhedral Skeletal Electron Pair Theory well [l]. The complexes and clusters of the 
late transition metals exhibit a greater flexibility in electron counts as a result of 
their large d-p promotion energies. The many sixteen and eighteen valence electron 
platinum complexes, of course, bear witness to this fact. Clusters of late transition 
metals are frequently character&d by fewer electrons than the clusters of the earlier 
transition elements [2]. 

There are several consequences of the valence flexibility of the late transition 
metals (platinum being of particular interest here). One is the different electron 
counts that can be accommodated by platinum clusters. Examples of triuuclear 
triangulo-platinum clusters have been synthesised with 42, 43, 44 and 46 valence 
electrons [3]. The 42-electron count is the most common, followed by 44; only one 
46electron aud one 43-electron species have been reported with the triangle intact. 
Most of these trinuclear clusters contain a combination of PR,, CO, SO, and 
isocyanide (CNGH,Mq-2,6) ligauds. Although no 48-electron platinum triaugles 
have been reported, Boag has reported a 48-electron palladium cluster, [Pd3(qj- 
C,MeA(cr&O)zl*+ [41. 

* Dedicated to Prof. Gordon Stone on his 65th birthday. 
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A second consequence is the structural variety exhibited by M-electron trinuclear 
platinum clusters. While most 42-electron clusters exhibit I$,, or pseudo-D,, geome 
tries, as shown in 1, the structures open to the 44-electron species include those 
shown as 2 to 10. 
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A third consequence can be seen in the addition and substitution chemistry of 
these Pt, species. Several reactions have been reported that maintain, in part or 
completely, the integrity of the Pt, unit [3]. The transformation between 42-electron 
and 44-electron trianguIoclusters can be effected by addition of terminal liga.nds [5], 
by substitution of a bidentate for a monodentate terminal l&and [6], by substitution 
of a bridging ligand [7], and by replacement of a bridging ligand by two terminal 
ligands [8]. The chemistry is dependent on the nature of the bridging ligand: for 
example, Pt,L,(p-CO), (L = tertiary phosphine) reacts with isocyanide to give 
substitution products [9], Pt,L,(~c_so~)~ to give both substitution and addition 
products, which may involve replacing bridging ligands by terminal ligands and 
opening of the Pt, ring [8]. Introducing bridging isocyanide ligands into Pt ,L,( CL- 
CO), makes the terminal phosphine labile, while no such effect is observed in the 
SO, analogue. 

Valence flexibility also enables rearrangements of platinum clusters to take place. 
The 5%electron tetranuclear cluster Pt,(PR,),(p-CO), adopts a butterfly geometry 
as shown in 11 [lO,ll], but NMR experiments [ll] show that a rearrangement 
occurs which makes all four platinum atoms equivalent. It was suggested [ll] that 
this rearrangement occurs through a tetrahedral intermediate geometry. 

In this paper we seek to understand the structural diversity of 44-electron 
triplatinum clusters, and in particular the different structural behaviour exhibited by 
CO and SO,-bridged species, using extend Hiickel calculations. 

Previous theoretical work on the electronic structure of platinum clusters has 
focused on the 42electron triangles Pt3L3X3, 1, where the terminal ligand is 
denoted by L and the bridging l&and by X, a terminology we retain throughout. 
Some work has been done on extending electron-counting rules to larger platinum 
clusters, both through EHMO calculations for small clusters and by analogy with a 
radial bonding model originally developed for gold clusters, which can be applied to 
larger platinum clusters. A local&d stereochemical model based on platinum’s 
observed preferences in complexes has helped to explain some of the stereochem- 
istry of platinum clusters. We review this work in the following section. 

The only previous theoretical work focusing on reduced platinum triangles is that 
by Evans [12] who discussed electronic and structural features of clusters such as 7 
and 9. These clusters, made by Puddephatt and coworkers [13-161 have no p2-bridg- 
ing ligands iu the plane of the platinum triangle, the six in-plane sites being 
occupied by three bidentate phosphine ligands, bonding terminally. Extra ligands 
are .then forced to take up positions out of the plane. Evans’ study complements the 
present work, which focuses on the structural behaviour of 44-electron clusters with 
I.Lz-bridging ligands. 
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The observed electron counts of transition metal three-membered rings can be 
explained either in localised terms (treating each metal as if it were a complex 
centre) or in delocalised terms, in the spirit of the Polyhedral Skeletal Electron Pair 
Theory of cluster bonding. We first give the localised view. 

A “complex” model of stereocitemistry around platinum centres 
TtianguZo-clusters of, for example, the iron group can be described in terms of the 

eighteen-electron rule. Os,(CO),, has 48 valence electrons, and adopts the structure 
12 [17]. If we assume a single two-electron bond between each OS centre, then each 
osmium atom conforms to the eighteen-electron rule. In a similar manner, we can 
imagine 42-electron triplatinum clusters, 1, to be comprised of three sixteen-electron 
platinum centres. If we decompose the cluster into a Pt,L, fragment plus the three 
CO bridging ligands, then each PtL fragment has twelve electrons, so that the six 
electrons contributed by the bridging ligands must be responsible for metal-metal 
bonding through three-centre two-electron bonds. 
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The addition of a terminal ligand, to give a structure such as 3, leads to a 

44-electron cluster [5] with one eighteen-electron and two sixteen-electron platinum 
centres. A recently reported 46-electron cluster, 9, contains two eighteen-electron Pt 
centres [13]. 

Several aspects of the stereochemistry of these clusters can be understood from 
this point of view 13-61. We take the known geometrical preferences of platinum 
complexes, and assume that each platinum centre will adopt a local geometry 
similar to one of these-in effect using a simple ball and stick model to rationalise 
the observed stereochemistry of trinuclear platinum clusters. Sixteen-electron 
platinum complexes are invariably square planar [l] (Fig. la) and this preference is 
reflected in the geometry around platinum in its trinuclear clusters. Figure lb shows 
how a 42-electron triangle such as Pt3(C0)JPCy& [18] can been viewed as three 
T-shaped platinum centres [3], linked through the bridging ligands. The fourth point 
of the square would be the centre of the triangle in this model. The angles are all 
close to 90 O. It is interesting that the metal-metal bonds do not appear to exert 
strong stereochemical influences. 

Five+coordinate l&electron Croup 12 complexes are known with both trigonal 
bipyramidal and square pyramidal geometries [l], as shown in Fig. lc, and frag- 
ments of both these are observed in the 44-electron clusters. Figure Id shows the 
geometry of Pt3(~CO),(PCy~),[5], in which the eighteen-electron platinum centre 
is based on a trigonal bipyramid, and Fig. le shows Pt3(&!10)2)3(PCy3)3(dppp) [6], 
in which the geometry around the eighteen-electron platinum centre is close to that 
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Fig. 1. Geometries around Group 12 centres in complexes and clusters. (a) A sixteen-electron square 
planar platinum complex. (b) A forty-two-electron trinuckar platinum cluster composed of three 
T-shaped platinum centres. (c) Chmetriea around nickel five-coordinate complexes include trigonal 
bipyramids and square pyramids. (d) Forty-four-electron trinuclcar platinum clusters exhibit geometries 
around platinum centres baaed on both the shapes shown in (c). (e) Geometry around eighteen-electron 
platinum centre is close to that of a square pyramid. 

of a square pyramid. In each case, the missing vertex of the coordination poly- 
hedron is located in the centre of the triangle. 

A delocalised description of the bonding in Pt, X,L, 42-electron clusters 
A delocalised description has been developed, largely on the basis of extended 

Htickel calculations, in papers by Lauher [19], Rives et al. [20], Evans and Mingos 
[21], Underwood et al. [22], Gilmour and Mingos [24], and Mealli [25]. Consider the 
fragment comprised of the three platinum atoms and the three terminal ligands of a 
42-electron Pt,L,X, cluster. The terminal ligands, L, are most often tertiary 
phosphines. For convenience, we employ a local set of axes at each atom such that 
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the x axis points radially towards the centre of the triangle, with z perpendicular to 
the ring. The occupied orbitals of this fragment consist of a set of three PtL bonding 
orbitals and a band of fifteen orbitals of predominantly metal d character. The 
LUMO, only slightly above the d band in energy, is an a; orbital composed of 
inwardly hybridised s and p, orbitals on each platinum. At significantly higher 
energy there is an e’ pair: the bonding combination of p,, orbitals. Above this are 
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Fig. 2. (a) Orbital interaction diagram showing the formal combination of Pt,L, with three CO bridging 
ligands to give Pt,L,(CO),. L is a modelled krtiary phosphine. The frontier orbitals of a;. a; and u;’ 
symmetry are of particular importance for our discussion, and are shown in (b). NLUMO indicates the 
Next to Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital. 
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the bonding (a;‘) and antibonding (e”) combinations of the pz orbitals, and at 
higher energy still is the u; antibonding p,, combination. 

The a; and e’ combinations of the lone-pair u orbitals on the Lewis-base 
bridging ligands interact with orbitals of appropriate symmetry in both the occupied 
and vacant manifold of the Pt,L, fragment. These are three-orbital interactions, 
and the result is to produce a bonding orbital below the d-band in energy, a 
non-bonding orbital localised mainly on the Pt,L, fragment in the frontier orbital 
region at the top of the d-band, and an antibonding combination at higher energy. 
This is shown in Fig. 2a. The HOMO of the 42-electron cluster becomes the al) 
metal-metal bonding orbital. The composition of this orbital, which has sig.nificant 
metal d-character along with the bridging ligand and metal s contribution, can 
equivalently be described as a result of second-order mixing (polarisation) induced 
by the bridging ligands [25]. The two lowest unoccupied orbit& are the u;’ bonding 
combination of metal pz and CO s* orbitals, and an u; orbital, which can be 
thought of as a bonding combination of in-plane CO IT* orbitals with the u; 
antibonding combination of metai p,, orbitals, although there is also metal d-orbital 
participation in this orbital. These orbitals, which are important for our discussion, 
are shown in Fig. 2b. 

The relative energies of these unoccupied orbitals depend on the nature of the 
bridging and terminal ligands [22]. First-order perturbation theory tells us that both 
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Fig. 3. Frontier orbitals for the ligands of interest in this paper; mH, CO, SO,, PHI, and PH,. 

a;’ and c; orbitals are stabilised by bridging ligands that have low-energy orbitals 
of appropriate symmetry. Figure 3 shows the frontier orbitals of models of the 
ligands of interest for this study: CNH, CO, SO,, and PH,, and it can be seen that 
at one extreme PH, will stabilise the a; orbital and produce a large gap above the 
a; orbital, whereas CO will have a large gap above the a; orbital. The energy levels 
of the frontier orbitals of 42-electron Pt,L,X, clusters with X = CO, PH2, SOz, and 
CNH are shown in Fig. 4. 

Figures 2 and 4 suggest that there are two different ways of reducing the 
42-electron cluster. The introduction of a halide anion, say, as one of the bridging 
ligands will lower the energy of the prevously unoccupied a; orbital, and populate 
it. The a;l orbital is perfectly suited for bringing up a Lewis base along the z axis 
and bonding it either to one of the platinum atoms or allowing it to “cap” the ring. 
The former process yields one eighteen-electron centre, while the latter adds two 
electrons to the cluster as a whole. Products of both these formal processes are 
known, and correspond to structures 4 to 6 and 7, respectively. There is no obvious 
indication from this discussion as to whether substitution will lengthen all the Pt-Pt 
distances while keeping the triangle intact as in 1, or whether it will open up the 
triangle as in 2. Also, there is no obvious way of knowing whether addition will lead 
to 4, 5,6, or some other geometry. 

In summary, previous work has shown that some structural aspects of the 
chemistry of trinuclear platinum clusters can be rational&d by the use of a 
ball-and-stick “complex” model, while the dependence of favoured electron count 
on bridging l&and can be explained from a delocalised viewpoint. 

444ectron Pt,X,L, dusters 

As described above, calculations on 42-electron clusters have shown that the 
low-lying vacant u; orbital is stabilised by a-acids. In many 44-electron Pt,X,L, 
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Fig. 4. Frontia orbital cmrgi~ of forty-two electron frimgufo-platinum clusters with different bridging 
ligands. 

clusters this orbital, which is Pt-Pt antibonding, is occupied. Pt-Pt distances are 
thus generally longer in 44-electron clusters of this type [22]. 

In the present study, in which Pt-pt lengths are fixed at 2.7 A, the overlap 
populations were used to gauge the relative strengths of the metal-metal bonds. 
Figure 5 summari ses the overlap populations for a variety of bridging ligand 
combinations. It can be seen that the Ft-Pt overlap populations are all significantly 
smaller for the 44-electron clusters than for the 42-electron clusters, as expected. 



Fig. 5. Reduced overlap populations for a variety of six-ligand forty-four-electron trinuckar platinum 
ClUStWS. 

Further, the Pt-Pt edge bridged by the four-electron ligand (Br-, PH;) has a 
significantly lower overlap population than the edges bridged by two-electron 
donors (CO, SO,). 

A structural analysis on [Pt3(~-Br)(@30z)z(PCy3)3] (Cy = cyclohexyl, qHll) 
[7], has been completed, but unfortunately, due to crystallographic disorder, only an 
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average Pt-Pt bond length could be reported. The average Pt-Pt distance is 2.886 
A, 0.175 A longer than the comparable distance in [Pt3(S02)9(PCy3)3] [7]. In the 
absence of crystallographic disorder one would anticipate that the metal-metal bond 
bridged by Br would be longer. The NMR coupling constant data on such 
compounds supports this proposal. 

In the relajed 44-elytron cluster Pt&PPh,),Ph(PPh,), the edge bridged by 
PPh, is 3.43 A, 0.845 A longer than the other edges, as in 2 [23]. Extended Hiickel 
calculations on [Pt&-PH,),L,]+, where L is a modelled tertiary phosphine ligand 
lone pair, as well as previous EHMO calculations [22,24,25], do not show the open 
triangle to be more stable than the triangular structure at this level of accuracy. 
There are, however, incipient signs of ring-opening in this structure. The PR, ligand 
has a pronounced weakening effect on the Pt-Pt overlap population. Further, 
comparison of the total energies show that the energy increase on opening the 
triangle is 7 kcal/mol less for the phosphide-bridged cluster than for the bromide- 
bridged cluster. 

44-electron Pt,X,L, clusters 

A crystal structure of Pt3(~-C0)3(PCyr)4 shows it to have the C,, structure 3 [5], 
with one eighteen-electron platinum and two sixteen-electron centres. This molecule 
can be formally constructed from Pt,(p-C0)3(PR3)J by replacing PtL with PtL,. 
We look here at the changes this formal substitution produces in the cluster. 

The frontier orbitals of PtL, and PtL, as a function of bending angle are shown 
in Fig. 6. The radial sp hybrid that contributes to the u; HOMO of Pt&CO),L, 
is raised in energy when the extra ligand is introduced, while the p orbital, which 
contributes to the a; LUMO, is unchanged. The PtL, HOMO, a p-d hybrid 
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Fig. 6. Frontier orbitals of PtL and PtL, as a function of bending angle. 
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Fig, 7. Orbital interaction diagram showing the formal combination of Pt3L4 and three bridging CO 
ligands to give C,, PtJ(CO)sL4, where L is a modelled tertiary phosphine. The frontier orbit& should 
be compared to those of the forty-two electron cluster in Fig. 2. 

coplanar with the PtLz nuclei, is raised in energy as the angle is decreased, while the 
energy of the s-p hybrid LUMO is lowered. 

Figure 7 shows the electronic structure of Pt&CO),L,, constructed from the 
Pt,L, fragment and the bridging ligands. This figure should be compared to its 
42-electron analogue (Fig. 2). The calculation was carried out for an L-Pt-L angle 
of 120°, close to the experimental angle of 126O [5]. The differences between the 
electronic structure of the seven- and six-l&and species can be understood in terms 
of the differences between the PtL and PtL, fragments. The, cluster HOMO derived 
from inward-pointing s-p hybrids, is raised in energy by about 1.0 eV-almost 
exactly the same as the PtL, fragment component-while the energy of the LUMO 
remains the same. The frontier orbital gap is thus reduced, but remains greater than 
1.0 eV. The HOMO of the PtL, fragment is closely related to the br Pt,L, fragment 
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Fii. 8. Reduced overlap papulations of seven-ligand, forty-four-&ctron trimdear @athum dustu’s, for 
various combinations of bridging ligands. 

HOMO. This interacts with the W* orbitals of the bridging CO fragments and so is 
lowered slightly in energy, but is still the next highest orbital in energy to the 
HOMO of the cluster; it becomes important in the discussion below. 

Reduced overlap populations, shown in Fig. 8, suggest that the bonds to PtL2 wih 
be longer than the LPt-PtL bond, and the cry+ structure shows that this is indeed 
the e [5], the PtL,-PtL bonds being 2.725 A, compared to the LPt-PtL length of 
2.675 A. The overlap populations also suggest, however, that the LPt-PtL bond will 
be shorter than the metal-metal separation in the 42-election analogue, while 
crystal struct? show that the lengths are, in fact, very similar [5,18], the latter 
being 2.654 A. Further, the overlap populations show that the bridging &and is 
slightly more strongly bound to the PtL, moiety than the PtL. This is also reflected 
in the observed bond lengths, which show the L2Pt-CO distance to be 0.03 A 
shorter than the LPt-CO distance [5]. It should be pointed out that the “a:” 
orbital (b, in C 2U symmetry) is not occupied in this case, and so we would not 
expect the general expansion of the Pt, triangle predicted for the six-l&and case 
[22]: the electronic structure of the ring is altered in a quantitative manner, but 
remains qualitatively the same. 

The high-lying occupied b, orbital of Pt,L,(CO)s, descended from the HOMO 
of the PtL, fragment, makes the PtL, platinum centre nuckophilic in nature. This 
has stereochemical consequences in the 5delectron mixed cluster [Pt ,Au(l,- 
CO),(PPh,),]+ [26]. This cluster, 13, can be viewed as a M-electron Pt3L4(CO)3 
cluster capped by an electrophilic [AuPPh,]+ fragment, with stereochemistry de- 
termined p-y by the b, high-lying orbital of the @at.inum triangle. The gold 
atom is 2.700 A from the PtL, platinum, and 2.996 A from the other .platinum 
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centres; it is closer to the stexically more crowded PtL, centre. The orientation of 
the [AuPPh,]+ fragment is such that its s-p hybrid LUMO is pointing towards the 
highly coordinated platinum atom. 

By reacting Pt3(~-CO)3(PCy3)3 with dppp, a Pt,X,L, cluster is formed [6] in 
which the dppp backbone “ties together” the terminal ligands, reducing the P-Pt-P 
angle to close to 90 O. No crystal structure has been reported for this cluster, but 
NMR data suggests that it adopts the C,, structure 4. How does this “tying 
together” influence the electronic structure of the cluster? 

We consider first the PtL, fragment. Figure 6 above shows that decreasing the 
L-P&L angle stabilises the radial sp hybrid by over 0.5 eV. At 120” the cluster 
HOMO is the ai analogue of the a; 42.electron species HOMO and is raised in 
energy along with the PtL, sp hybrid that is a major contributor to it. 

As the L-Pt-L angle is closed to 90” the energy of the PtLz HOMO (see Fig. 6), 
and the cluster b, orbital it corresponds to (see Fig. 9), is raised, while the energy of 
the PtL, LUMO is lowered. This produces a crossing of the cluster frontier orbitals, 
as shown in Fig. 9. The energy of the resulting HOMO in the two cases is, however, 
essentially unchanged. The LUMO is unchanged in both character and energy, so 
the HOMO-LUMO gap is overall unchanged by the “tying together” of the 
terminal ligands. 

The %&-bridged analogue of the Pt3(@Z0)3L4 species is not known. We look at 
the electronic structure such a species would have if it adopted the C,, structure 4, 
in order to study the differences between CO and SO, as a bridging ligand. Also, a 
chelated cluster with four terminal ligands and three bridging SO, ligands is known. 
Pt3(~SOz)#Cy&(dppp) adopts a geometry close to that of 5, substantially 
distorted from planarity, in marked contrast to the CO analogue [6]. It there an 
electronic reason for this difference? 

Figure 10 shows an interaction diagram for the formal combination of Pt 3L4 and 
the three SO, ligands, at L-Pt-L angles of 120 O and 90 o (and should be compared 
to the analogous Figure 9). The LUMO of the cluster in both cases is the b, 
analogue of the a; 42-electron species LUMO. It is lower in energy than in the 
CO-bridged species. The two occupied orbitals highest in energy are very similar to 
the CO-bridged case, being derived from the PtL, frontier orbit&. There is, 
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Fig. 9. Orbital intera&ion diagram showing the changes iuduced in the frontier orbit& by the “tying 
together” of two phosphine ligands. This tying toge&er mimics the replacement of two phosphine ligands 
by one chelated phosphine ligand. The frontier orbital gap remainsconstant,eventhoughthereisan 
orbital crossing in the occupied mauifold which change the nature of the HOMO. The principal nodal 
characteristics of the frontier orbitals are shown. 

however, no analogue to the interaction with CO T * orbit&, and so the HOMO in 
the chelated SO,-bridged cluster is somewhat higher in energy than the CO ana- 
logue. The net result is a very small frontier orbital gap in the SO,-bridged species, 
and particularly in the chelated case. The chelated cluster distorts to become 
non-planar (structure !I) and opens up a HOMO-LUMO gap of 1.3 eV. It is’ 
possible that the Pts(PR,),(SO,), would also distort in this manner, 

The small HOMO-LUMO gap of C,, Pt ,L,(SO,), shown in Fig. 10 is a result 
of the high-lying occupied b, orbital descended from the HOMO of the PtL, 
fragment. The LUMO of the PtL, moiety is the radial s-p hybrid. These two 
orbitals are the key to the opening up of a significant HOMO-LUMO gap in the 
bent structure 5. If the PtLz part of the Pt,L, fragment is bent out of the plane, 
these two frontier orbit& become of the same symmetry and mix. Crucially, the 
fragment HOMO becomes involved in metal-metal bonding and so is lowered in 
energy, as shown in the interaction diagram (Fii. 11). The Pt,L4 LUMO is an spd 
hybrid pointing away from the out-of-plane PtL bond, as shown in Fig. 12. 

The out-of-plane bending of the PtL, moiety destroys one plane of symmetry of 
the molecule, reducing the symmetry to C,. The So, ligands also move out of the 



Fig. 10. Orbital interaction diagram &owing the &Ye& of “tying togetl&’ the phosphine ligands in a 
forty-four-ektron X&bridged cluster. The frontier orbitals am similar in composition to those of the 
CO-bridged compoud shown in Fii 9. The frontier orbital gap is small compared with the forty-two 
electron case, and is phcularly small in the case of the chelated cluster. The cluster distorts to become 
IIOn-planar. 

plane of the platinum triangle to take advantage of the altered frontier orbitals of 
the R3L4 fragment. Two S@ ligands take up positions on the opposite side of the 

-plane to the out-of-plane RL bond, so as to interact more strongly with the LIMO 

-9 

Fii 11. An inkxacth diagram for the c, gcomeq of Pt3L,(!q)* comparison with Fig. 10 shows 
how the HOMO-LUMO gap is opened up by lowering of the HOMO energy. 
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Fig. 12. ‘Ibe spd hybrid composition of the frontier orbital of the C’ PtjL4 hgmcnt. Such orbitals play 
an important role in dewmining the s-try of some reduced platinum chuters. 

of the Pt,L, fragment. The third SO, fragment is on the same side of the platinum 
triangle plane as the F%L bond, so that each of the three-cwr dinate platinum atoms 
maintain a T-shaped local geometry [3]. 
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Fig. 13. A frontier interaction diagram for Pt,L&Q)2. showing the predominancy p-d hybrid 
composition of the PtsLs fragment and the way in which tbey MC set up to interact with the ~WU 
arrangement of the two sq bridging l&fan&. 
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A 44-electron Pt,X,L, duster 

The role of frontier orbitals such as the spd hybrid LUMO of the Pt,L, fragment 
was emphasised by Evans [12] in his study of reduced platinum triangles. This type 
of orbital also accounts for the structure adopted by [Pt3(CNR)#Cy&(S02)2], 6 
above [8]. The three terminal tertiary phosphine ligands are coplanar with the 
platinum triangle, while two terminal isocyanide ligands adopt positions out of the 
plane of the platinum triangle, on opposite sides. The SO2 ligands then bond trans 
to the neighbourmg isocyanide ligand, so as to better interact with the hybrid 
frontier orbitals of the Pt,L, fragment. A frontier orbital interaction diagram of this 
cluster is shown in Figure 13, which shows how the spd hybrid orbitals are the 
predominant contributors to the frontier orbitals of the Pt,L, fragment, and how 
they are set up to interact with trans bridging ligands. These interactions and their 
stereochemical consequences are similar to those described by Evans [12]. 

Condusions 

Extended Htickel calculations combined with orbital interaction techniques have 
proved in the past to be very powerful methods for understanding conformational 
variations in clusters. In this paper these methods have been applied to the 
conformational options open to 44-electron platinum clusters. It has been shown 
that the extended Htickel approximation is sufficient to reproduce the trends of 
interest, and that the origins of the conformational preferences include electronic 

Table 1 

Parameters used in extended HUckel calculations 

Atom Orbital 

H IS 

C 2s 
C 2P 

N 2s 
N 2P 

0 2s 
0 2P 

S 3s 
S 3P 

P 3s 
P 3P 

Pt 5d 
Pt 6s 
Pt 6~ 

Br 4s 
Br 4s 

‘L (1s) 

Hi, WI 31 sz Cl G 

- 13.60 1.300 

- 21.40 1.625 
- 11.40 1.625 

- 26.00 1.950 
- 13.40 1.950 

- 32.30 2.215 
- 14.80 2.275 

- 20.00 1.817 
- 13.30 1.817 

- 18.60 1.600 
- 14.00 1.600 

- 13.16 6.010 2.6% 0.6332 0.5512 
- 10.75 2.550 

- 5.27 2.550 

- 22.07 2.588 
- 13.10 2.131 

- 14.2 1.300 
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factors, even in these sterically crowded species. These factors can be traced back to 
the simple frontier orbitals of mononuclear platinum centres. 

Computational methods 

We employed extended Hiickel calculations [27] without charge iteration. Termi- 
nal tertiary phosphine ligands were simulated by a hydrogen 1s orbital at - 14.2 eV 
(the energy of the PH, lone pair). Parameters employed are shown in Table 1, and 
Fe essentially tiOose used by Underwood et al. [;2]. Pt-Pt distances were fixed at 2.7 
A, Pt-L at 1.7 A, C-O at 1.2 A, S-O at 1.45 A, and Pt-p-CO and Pt-&302 were 
fixed at 2.0 A. 
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